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Handbook for Northern Europe; Including Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, and
Russia. New Edition, Partly Re-written, and Corrected Throughout ... With Maps and
Plans Sep 16 2021
The Lost Beliefs of Northern Europe Feb 27 2020 "Fragments of ancient belief have
been incorporated into folklore and Christian dogma with the result that its
original tenets have merged with the myths and psychologies of the intervening
years. Hilda Ellis Davidson sifts through centuries of cultural and religious
influences to locate evidence of these "lost" pagan beliefs. Davidson illustrates
how northern pagan religions have been represented and misinterpreted by the
Christian tradition and throws light on the nature of such beliefs and how they have
been preserved. The Lost Beliefs of Northern Europe stresses both the possibilities
and the difficulties of investigating pre-Christian faiths and emphasizes the need
to separate speculation from scientific proof. This book will be a useful tool for
students with a serious interest in archaeology as it illustrates with examples how
objectivity is not necessarily the driving force in forming our supposedly
scientific view of the past. It will also appeal to the general reader who wants to
understand the true nature of Northern European pagan belief as opposed to the
oversimplified view popularized by the media. The Lost Beliefs of Northern Europe
argues for intellectual rigorousness rather than romanticization of the past, and
challenges the reader to rethink accepted interpretations"--Publisher description.
The Archaeology of Slavery in Early Medieval Northern Europe Nov 18 2021 This
volume is the first comprehensive study of the material imprint of slavery in early
medieval Europe. While written sources attest to the ubiquity of slavery and slave
trade in early medieval British Isles, Scandinavia and Slavic lands, it is still

difficult to find material traces of this reality, other than the hundreds of
thousands of Islamic coins paid in exchange for the northern European slaves. This
volume offers the first structured reflection on how to bridge this gap. It reviews
the types of material evidence that can be associated with the institution of
slavery and the slave trade in early medieval northern Europe, from individual
objects (such as e.g. shackles) to more comprehensive landscape approaches. The book
is divided into four sections. The first presents the analytical tools developed in
Africa and prehistoric Europe to identify and describe social phenomena associated
with slavery and the slave trade. The following three section review the three main
cultural zones of early medieval northern Europe: the British Isles, Scandinavia,
and Slavic central Europe. The contributions offer methodological reflections on the
concept of the archaeology of slavery. They emphasize that the material record, by
its nature, admits multiple interpretations. More broadly, this book comes at a time
when the history of slavery is being integrated into academic syllabi in most
western countries. The collection of studies contributes to a more nuanced
perspective on this important and controversial topic. This volume appeals to
multiple audiences interested in comparative and global studies of slavery, and will
constitute the point of reference for future debates.
Hunting in Northern Europe Until 1500 AD Mar 30 2020
Multilingualism, nationhood, and cultural identity Jun 20 2019 This work offers
systemic and analytical studies of the little known multilingual practices of
Northern Europe before the creation of nation-states. In the 17th century, or Golden
Age, the Dutch Republic was home to a society where the practice of multilingualism
was embedded in its social dynamics, in the use of dialects and foreign languages
with their social functions and group identities. These same realities can be found
today in other Northern European countries. The notion of a national language did
not crystallize before the contemporary period and the creation of nation-states.
However, the ideal of a universal language has been present throughout history. This
methodological discussion of the systems of European countries where multiple
languages co-existed between the 16th and the 19th centuries provides valuable
lessons for the understanding of today's societies. NB CATALOGUSTEKST CHICAGO:
Before the modern nation-state became a stable, widespread phenomenon throughout
northern Europe, multilingualism-the use of multiple languages in one geographical
area-was common throughout the region. This book brings together historians and
linguists, who apply their respective analytic tools to offer an interdisciplinary
interpretation of the functions of multilingualism in identity-building in the
period, and, from that, draw valuable lessons for understanding today's cosmopolitan
societies.
Marine Fish & Invertebrates of Northern Europe Sep 28 2022
The New Stone Age in Northern Europe Sep 23 2019
The Renaissance and Reformation in Northern Europe Jul 14 2021 This updated version
of Humanism and the Northern Renaissance now includes over 60 documents exploring
humanist and Renaissance ideals, the zeal of religion, and the wealth of the new
world. Together, the sources illuminate the chaos and brilliance of the historical
period—as well as its failures and inconsistencies. The reader has been thoroughly
revised to meet the needs of the undergraduate classroom. Over 30 historical
documents have been added, including material by Martin Luther, John Calvin, John
Knox, William Shakespeare, Christopher Columbus, Miguel de Cervantes, and Galileo
Galilei. In the introduction, Bartlett and McGlynn identify humanism as the central
expression of the European Renaissance and explain how this idea migrated from Italy
to northern Europe. The editors also emphasize the role of the church and
Christianity in northern Europe and detail the events leading up to the Reformation.
A short essay on how to read historical documents is included. Each reading is
preceded by a short introduction and ancillary materials can be found on UTP's
History Matters website (www.utphistorymatters.com).

A History of Energy Feb 09 2021 In this seminal book, Bent Sørensen views human
society as driven by the quest for, and control of, energy. From allowing our
prehistoric ancestors to survive harsh northern European winters to more recent
global energy security and climate concerns, the control and effective harnessing of
energy sources has played a central role in human development. Using the written and
archaeological record and, from earlier times, inferring the energy needs of humans
through modeling of climatological conditions and other indirect parameters,
Sørensen unwraps this previously little-explored field. Based on detailed studies of
northern Europe – and in particular the case of Denmark – the focus moves from the
stone age, through the development of agriculture and trade, migration and
exploration, medieval society and the renaissance, into industrial times and presentday debates around the transition to low-carbon forms of energy supply. This
riveting examination of a nascent field of study provides a new perspective for
historians and those wishing to gain a deeper understanding of the background to
present-day energy debates.
Phenomenology 2005. Volume 4: Selected Essays from Northern Europe, part 2 Jan 08
2021
New Security Issues in Northern Europe Jul 26 2022 This volume analyzes the Nordic
and Baltic states' relationship with the European Security and Defence Policy
(ESDP). Clive Archer presents a general background to the European Union's ESDP, the
strategic situation of Northern Europe, the main security and defence policy issues
faced by the states there, as well as outlining the main theoretical considerations
concerning security in the region. Key chapters cover the three Baltic states of
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania and the four Nordic states of Denmark, Finland, Norway
and Sweden. The selected contributors provide an analysis of the region as seen from
Brussels and of the practical and theoretical issues arising from the study. This
new text tackles an aspect of the ESDP that has previously received little
attention, and reinvigorates old ground, blending together analytical, theoretical
and policy-relevant approaches. New Security Issues in Northern Europewill be a
welcome addition to all those with an interest in security studies, European
politics and international relations.
Social Class and Mental Illness in Northern Europe Apr 30 2020 This book examines
the relationship between social class and mental illness in Northern Europe during
the 20th century. Contributors explore the socioeconomic status of mental patients,
the possible influence of social class on the diagnoses and treatment they received
in psychiatric institutions, and how social class affected the ways in which the
problems of minorities, children and various ‘deviants’ and ‘misfits’ were evaluated
and managed by mental health professionals. The basic message of the book is that,
even in developing welfare states founded on social equality, social class has been
a significant factor that has affected mental health in many different ways – and
still does.
Crossings and Crosses Sep 04 2020 Dealing with different regions and cases, the
contributions in this volume address and critically explore the theme of borders,
educations, and religions in northern Europe. As shown in different ways, and
contrary to popular ideas, there seems to be little reason to believe that religious
and civic identity formation through public education is becoming less parochial and
more culturally open. Even where state borders are porous, where commerce, culture,
and trade as well as associative, personal, and social life display stronger liminal
traits, normative education remains surprisingly national. This situation is
remarkable and goes against the grain of current notions of both accelerating
globalisation and a European regional renaissance. The book also takes issue with
the foundational tenet that liberal democracies are by definition uninvolved in
matters concerning faith and belief. Instead, an implied conclusion is that secular
liberal democracy is less than secular and liberal - at least in education, which is
a major arena for political-cultural-ethical socialisation, as it aims to confer

worldviews and frameworks of identity on young people who will eventually become
full citizens and bearers/sharers of prevailing normative communities.
The Zoogeography of Ants (Hymenoptera, Formicidae) in Northern Europe Dec 27 2019
Lebek Mar 10 2021 Describes the development of a fictional city in Northern Europe
through the ages.
Visit to Northern Europe: Or, Sketches Descriptive, Historical, Political and
Moral, of Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland, and the Free Cities Nov 06 2020 This
work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore,
you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on
the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
Geopolitics, Northern Europe, and Nordic Noir Aug 15 2021 With its focus on the
popular television genre of Nordic noir, this book examines subtle and explicit
manifestations of geopolitics in crime series from Scandinavia and Finland, as well
as the impact of such programmes on how northern Europe is viewed around the world.
Drawing on a diverse set of literature, from screen studies to critical
International Relations, Geopolitics, Northern Europe, and Nordic Noir addresses the
fraught geopolitical content of Nordic television series, as well as how Nordic noir
as a genre travels the globe. With empirical chapters focusing on the interlinked
concepts of the body, the border, and the nation-state, this book interrogates the
various ways in which northern European states grapple with challenges wrought by
globalisation, neoliberalism, and climate change. Reflecting the current global
fascination with all things Nordic, this text examines the light and dark sides of
the region as seen through the television screen, demonstrating that series such as
Occupied, Trapped, and The Bridge have much to teach us about world politics. This
book will be of interest to those interested in geopolitics, national identity, and
the politics of popular culture in: Scandinavian studies, media/screen studies,
IR/political science, human/cultural geography, sociology, anthropology, cultural
studies, and communication.
Effects of Baltic EU Membership on Northern Europe Jul 22 2019
Gods and Myths of Northern Europe Oct 29 2022 Surveys the pre-Christian beliefs of
the Scandinavian and Germanic peoples. Provides an introduction to this subject,
giving basic outlines to the sagas and stories, and helps identify the charachter
traits of not only the well known but also the lesser gods of the age.
A Short History of the Renaissance in Northern Europe Jun 01 2020 The concept of a
'Renaissance' in the arts, in thought, and in more general culture North of the Alps
often evokes the idea of a cultural transplant which was not indigenous to, or
rooted in, the society from which it emerged. Classic definitions of the European
'Renaissance' during the 14th, 15th and 16th centuries have seen it as what was in
effect an Italian import into the Gothic North. Yet there were certainly
differences, divergences and dichotomies between North and South which have to be
addressed. Here, Malcolm Vale argues for a Northern Renaissance which, while
cognisant of Italian developments, displayed strong continuities with the indigenous
cultures of northern Europe. But it also contributed novelties and innovations which
often tended to stem from, and build upon, those continuities. A Short History of

the Renaissance in Northern Europe – while in no way ignoring or diminishing the
importance of the Hellenic and Roman legacy – seeks other sources, and different
uses of classical antiquity, for a rather different kind of 'Renaissance', if such
it was, in the North.
Cogs, Cargoes and Commerce May 12 2021 Using a wide range of new or previously
ignored sources, the authors of this volume challenge a number of long-established
patterns of thought in medieval historiography. Focusing attention firmly on the
basic commodities of everyday life, rather than on objects of more or less
conspicuous consumption, the articles shed light on new and important aspects of the
expansion of trade in northern Europe between 1150 and 1400. Eight of the articles
deal with trade, transport and volumes of one or more of the most important bulk
commodities of the period, and the ninth is dedicated to the development of the most
important means of transport, the cargo ship."
Genre Imagery in Early Modern Northern Europe Apr 23 2022 Exploring the rich
variety of pictorial rhetoric in early modern northern European genre images, this
volume deepens our understanding of genre's place in early modern visual culture.
From 1500 to 1700, artists in northern Europe pioneered the category of pictures now
known as genre, portrayals of people in ostensibly quotidian situations. Critical
approaches to genre images have moved past the antiquated notion that they portray
uncomplicated 'slices of life,' describing them instead as heavily encoded pictorial
essays, laden with symbols that only the most erudite contemporary viewers and
modern iconographers could fully comprehend. These essays challenge that limiting
binary, revealing a more expansive array of accessible meanings in genre's deft
grafting of everyday scenarios with a rich complex of experiential, cultural,
political, and religious references. Authors deploy a variety of approaches to
detail genre's multivalent relations to older, more established pictorial and
literary categories, the interplay between the meaning of the everyday and its
translation into images, and the multifaceted concerns genre addressed for its
rapidly expanding, unprecedentedly diverse audience.
Modern Art in Northern Europe, 1918-1931 Jul 02 2020 Since the beginning of the
twentieth century, Scandinavian and Baltic artists have participated in numerous
important transnational exhibitions and have appeared in countless Central European
publications. Works by Viking Eggeling, Henrik Olvi, Thorvald Hellesen, Otto
Carlsund, Franciska Clausen, Alexandra Belcova, Gustav Klutsis and GAN have been
presented alongside those by avant-garde artists such as Fernand Lger, Theo van
Doesburg, Amde Ozenfant, Le Corbusier and Juan Gris. However, these northern
European artists generally received little recognition in their native countries,
and few have been included in the narratives of the history of modernism. This
pioneering publication repositions these works in relation to international
movements of the time, with a wealth of illustrations and contextual commentary.
Substrate Languages in Northern Europe Jan 20 2022 In this book, Indo-European and
Uralic comparative linguists discuss methodological issues related to substrate
linguistics and present less commonly known case studies. The focus is on languages
and language groups situated in Northern Europe: Germanic, Celtic, and Balto-Slavic
within Indo-European, and Saami, Finnic, and Nenets within Uralic.
State and Civil Society in Northern Europe May 24 2022 In neo-liberal political and
economic climate, it is suggested that a state stands in opposition to an autonomous
civil society. This book offers insights into the dynamics of state and civil
society relations, against trends of undermining the importance of the welfare
state, and presents autonomous civic participation as the only way forward.
The Great Famine Dec 07 2020 The horrors of the Great Famine (1315-1322), one of
the severest catastrophes ever to strike northern Europe, lived on for centuries in
the minds of Europeans who recalled tales of widespread hunger, class warfare,
epidemic disease, frighteningly high mortality, and unspeakable crimes. Until now,
no one has offered a perspective of what daily life was actually like throughout the

entire region devastated by this crisis, nor has anyone probed far into its causes.
Here, the distinguished historian William Jordan provides the first comprehensive
inquiry into the Famine from Ireland to western Poland, from Scandinavia to central
France and western Germany. He produces a rich cultural history of medieval
community life, drawing his evidence from such sources as meteorological and
agricultural records, accounts kept by monasteries providing for the needy, and
documentation of military campaigns. Whereas there has been a tendency to describe
the food shortages as a result of simply bad weather or else poor economic planning,
Jordan sets the stage so that we see the complex interplay of social and
environmental factors that caused this particular disaster and allowed it to
continue for so long. Jordan begins with a description of medieval northern Europe
at its demographic peak around 1300, by which time the region had achieved a
sophisticated level of economic integration. He then looks at problems that, when
combined with years of inundating rains and brutal winters, gnawed away at economic
stability. From animal diseases and harvest failures to volatile prices, class
antagonism, and distribution breakdowns brought on by constant war, northern
Europeans felt helplessly besieged by acts of an angry God--although a cessation of
war and a more equitable distribution of resources might have lessened the severity
of the food shortages. Throughout Jordan interweaves vivid historical detail with a
sharp analysis of why certain responses to the famine failed. He ultimately shows
that while the northern European economy did recover quickly, the Great Famine
ushered in a period of social instability that had serious repercussions for
generations to come.
Foreign Policies Of Northern Europe Dec 19 2021 Danmarks, Norges, Sveriges,
Finlands og Islands udenrigspolitik bekrives, således at emneområderne analyseres
for sig og sammenlignes mellem landene
The Nature of Asatru Oct 25 2019 An introduction to Ásatrú, also called Odinism,
the native religion of the Teutonic peoples, discussing the basic philosophic and
moral ideals of this ancient belief system.
Afro-Nordic Landscapes Aug 27 2022 Afro-Nordic Landscapes: Equality and Race in
Northern Europechallenges a view of Nordic societies as homogenously white, and as
human rights champions that are so progressive that even the concept of race is
deemed irrelevant to their societies. The book places African Diasporas, race and
legacies of imperialism squarely in a Nordic context. How has a nation as peripheral
as Iceland been shaped by an identity of being white? How do Black Norwegians
challenge racially conscribed views of Norwegian nationhood? What does the history
of jazz in Denmark say about the relation between its national identity and race?
What is it like to be a mixed-race black Swedish woman? How have African Diasporans
in Finland navigated issues of race and belonging? And what does the widespread
denial of everyday racism in Nordic societies mean to Afro-Nordics? This text is a
must read for anyone interested in issues of race in the Nordic region and Europe
writ large. As Paul Gilroy writes in his foreword, it is a book that "should be
studied with care and profit inside the Nordic countries and also outside them by
the broader international readership that has been established around the study of
racism and 'critical race theory'."
Art and Architecture of Northern Europe Jun 13 2021
German Architecture Mar 22 2022
Norrœna Jan 28 2020
Paradoxes of Cultural Recognition Feb 21 2022 Explicitly comparative in its
approach, Paradoxes of Cultural Recognition discusses central issues regarding
multiculturalism in today's Europe, based on studies of Norway and the Netherlands.
Distinguishing clearly the four social fields of the media, education, the labour
market and issues relating to gender, it presents empirical case studies, which
offer valuable insights into the nature of majority/minority relationships, whilst
raising theoretical questions relevant for further comparisons.

The Cross Goes North Jun 25 2022 In Europe, the cross went north and east as the
centuries unrolled: from the Dingle Peninsula to Estonia, and from the Alps to
Lapland, ranging in time from Roman Britain and Gaul in the third and fourth
centuries to the conversion of peoples in the Baltic area a thousand years later.
These episodes of conversion form the basic narrative here. History encourages the
belief that the adoption of Christianity was somehow irresistible, but specialists
show the underside of the process by turning the spotlight from the missionaries,
who recorded their triumphs, to the converted, exploring their local situations and
motives. What were the reactions of the northern peoples to the Christian message?
Why would they wish to adopt it for the sake of its alliances? In what way did they
adapt the Christian ethos and infrastructure to suit their own community? How did
conversion affect the status of farmers, of smiths, of princes and of women? Was
society wholly changed, or only in marginal matters of devotion and superstition?
These are the issues discussed here by thirty-eight experts from across northern
Europe; some answers come from astute re-readings of the texts alone, but most are
owed to a combination of history, art history and archaeology working together.
MARTIN CARVER is Professor of Archaeology, University of York.
Advancing Music Education in Northern Europe Aug 23 2019 Advancing Music Education
in Northern Europe tells the story of a unique organization that has contributed in
profound ways to the professional development of music teachers in the Nordic and
Baltic nations. At the same time, the book offers reflections on how music education
and approaches to the training of music teachers have changed across recent decades,
a period of significant innovations. In a time where international partnerships
appear to be threatened by a recent resurgence in protectionism and nationalism,
this book also more generally demonstrates the value of formalized international
cooperation in the sphere of higher education. The setting for the discussion,
Northern Europe, is a region arguably of great importance to music education for a
number of reasons, seen, for instance, in Norway's ranking as the "happiest nation
on earth", the well-known success of Finland's schools in international-comparative
measures of student achievement, how Sweden has grappled with its recent experience
as "Europe's top recipient of asylum seekers per capita", and Estonia's national
identity as a country born from a "Singing Revolution", to name but a few examples.
The contributors chronicle how the Nordic Network for Music Education (NNME) was
founded and developed, document its impact, and demonstrate how the eight nations
involved in this network - Norway, Iceland, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Estonia,
Latvia, and Lithuania - are making unique contributions of global significance to
the field of music education.
International Dictionary of Historic Places: Northern Europe Nov 25 2019 Contains
essays on the history of 1,000 historic places
The Mesolithic Settlement of Northern Europe Aug 03 2020
Northern Europe by Cruise Ship: The Complete Guide to Cruising Northern Europe Oct
17 2021 Here is an indispensible guide for anyone taking a Northern Europe cruise.
Detail at your fingertips on : Ports of Call Shore Excursions World Heritage Sites
Art & Architecture History & Shopping Shopping Tips Cruisetour Options Each chapter
provides historical background and practical information, including accurate walking
maps showing exactly where ships dock, tips on getting around, concise descriptions
of local attractions and beautiful photographs that capture the essence of each
locale. Veteran cruise-guide author Anne Vipond has written a reliable reference
book that helps readers maximize their time at each port of call
The Romanesque Fonts of Northern Europe and Scandinavia Apr 11 2021 A survey of
fonts and the influences on their development, function and imagery, throughout
western (including northern) Europe.
Everyday Products in the Middle Ages Oct 05 2020 The medieval marketplace is a
familiar setting in popular and academic accounts of the Middle Ages, but we
actually know very little about the people involved in the transactions that took

place there, how their lives were influenced by those transactions, or about the
complex networks of individuals whose actions allowed raw materials to be extracted,
hewn into objects, stored and ultimately shipped for market. Twenty diverse case
studies combine leading edge techniques and novel theoretical approaches to
illuminate the identities and lives of these much overlooked ordinary people,
painting of a number of detailed portraits to explore the worlds of actors involved
in the lives of everyday products - objects of bone, leather, stone, ceramics, and
base metal - and their production and use in medieval northern Europe. In so doing,
this book seeks to draw attention away from the emergent trend to return to systems
and global models, and restore to centre stage what should be the archaeologists
most important concern: the people of the past.
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